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NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS OF A ROTATING GROUP UF I
LASHED TURBINE BLADES Y SUBSTRUCTURES
By A. W. Filstrup
Westinghouse Research and Development Center
t
SUMMARY
; A group of 5 lashed identical steam turbine blades is studied through the
I use of single level substructuring t_singNASTRAN Level 15.1. An altered
i_ version, similar to D_L%P Program Number 3 of the NASTRAN Newsletter, of Rigid
Format 13.0 was used. Steady-state displacements and stresses due to
i centrifugal loads are obtained both without and with consideration ofdifferential stiffness. The normal mode calculations were performed for
blades at rest and at operating speed. Substructurlng lowered the computation
costs of the analysis by a factor of four.
INTRODUCTION
Triangular plate elements have been used by Westinghouse and others (see
Ref. l) in NASTRAN to analyze rotating turbine blades.
There was a need to analyze a group of five lashed 0.79-m (31-1nch) steam
turbine blades for operation at 60 revolutlons per second. Steady-state
displacements and stresses were needed as well as the natural frequencies, mode
shapes, and stress patterns.
Based on NASTRAN calculatlons on a single 0.79-m blade with associated
lashing wires, it was decided that a finite element mesh of 700 CTRIA2 elements
and 407 g_Id points would be used to represent each turbine blade, The root
flexlbillty was approximated by 11 CELAS2 elements.
It was discovered that approximately two hundred degrees of freedom would
be required in the a-set fo_ each blade uslvg Guyan reduction, if accurate "_
stress results were to be 1ound for the modes to be evaluated. Whether or not
Guyan reduction was to be _ed and whether the inverse power or Givens method
were used for the elgenvalue _tractlon, it wu apparent that calculation costs
would have been prohibitive if substructurln8 were not used.
This pap_ describes the successful substructuring analysis of the group
of blades. Th, steady-state stresses were obtained for operation at 60
revolutions pe_ second and the natural frequencies were obtained for the first
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_, nine modes at both 0 revolutions per second and at 60 revolutions per second.
: METHODOF ANALYSIS
The finite eleme_lt mesh used to represent a turbine blade or substructure
; is shown in Fi_. i. The middle sections of the lashing wires and airfoil are sl
Each lashing wire actually resembles., variable thickness plate more than a wir_
, The auxiliary program which produces these plots views normal to the middle
i surface of the lashing wire. The airfoil is highly twisted, and near the base
' it is highly curved. No one viewing angle could provide a clear representation
i of element l_.yout. Thus the auxiliary program which produces the element
geo,_try and isostress plots opens up each cross section. Different scales are
I used for the lashing wires than for the airfoil in figure i.
i Each blade or substructure has 407 grld points. The 2442 degrees offreedom associated with thes point are reduced through single point constraint"
i and omits to an a-set of 301 degrees of freedom. One hundred twenty of _hese
' degrees of freedom are at the tips of the lashing wires and are required for
i connecting adjacent blades or substructures. Sixty degrees of freedom arecommon between adjacent blade_.
I, The combined matrices for the group of five blades then has 1505 less four
times sixty or 1265 degrees of freedom. Single point constrslnts to remove
rotations about the normals to the surface of the exterior lashing wire_ reduce
the system of equations to be solved to 1245. The half-bandwldth is 301 with
no active columns. No secondary Guyan reduction was performed to reduce the
number of degrees of freedom as the resulting bandwidth would have to be
significantly JerKer than 301 for accurate results. The inverse power method
with shifts was used to solve the elgenvalue problems,
The identical substructure concept as described in Sec. 1.10.5 of refeT-
ence 2 was used. Five phases were required as shown in figure 2. In some coses
it was deemed advis3ble to use more than the one user tape shown b_tween phases.
Even though the differential stiffness would be so,_ewhat different for each of
the five substructures, only one (the center blade) was generated in Phase III
and used in Phase IV. This approach reduced the total calculation costs by
, _;_ about 20%. The _,Accuracles of this approximation were f_.It co be about ther,
° 8sac as those due to s_e of the other approximations made. Runs IV and V were
,_.. split into several parts to enable shorter individual runs.
The mesh for the airfoil was generated by a preprocessor computer program. ,
" The u_shas for the platform end the two lashing wires were generated by hand.
_::_. The Isostreae lines for the centrlfugal loading and for the scaled elgenvectors
for the alrfolk and lashing wires were plotted with a postprocessor computer
program whlch reads images of punched element stress cards. A
STRESS (PRINT,PUNCH) = ALL
•, card was placed ia the Case Control Deck. Rowever, Job control cards were used
to store the card images on two disks and to prevent the punching of cards.
._ Over t_o hundred thousand card images were produced in the Phase V runs. An
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intermediate program was writte_ to enable the isostress plotting program to
handle the stress information on the disk more efficiently.
Table 1 shows the calculation times for the s_bstructuri_g analysis for
each phase. The mesh was generated on a CDC 6600 computer and the other runs
were made on an IBM 370-165 computer.
Table 2 shows the projected calculation times for the analysis of five
blades without substructuring provided enough disk space were available which
is extremely doubtful. Tn addition, checkpointing and restarting would be
essential due to the extremely long total running times. However, l.evel 15.1
NASTRAN requires that this be done on a single physical tape which obviously
would not hold enough information. The user would be required to use DMAP
statements to transfer data from one run to _nother on user tapes rather than
checkpoint tapes. Even then, some matrices might be too large to fit on a
single tape.
i When costs of the CALCOMPplotter are added to the computer costs shown, ,
the total cost for a nonsubstructuring analysis, if possible, would have oeen
about four times the total cost of the substructuring analysis performed in
this study.
The arrangement of the NASTRAN decks inc]uding the Executive Control Decks
are shown in the appendix.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The natural _:requencies, mode shapes, and stresses for the first nine modes
of a group of five lasheg rotating steam turbine blades were f 'rod. The
natural frequencies, in general, agreed well with experimental values.
A Campbell Dlasram was p_epared to determine possible resonances during
various operatin 8 conditions.
The pseudo steady-state deformations and stresses due to the centrifugal
forces at operatin s speed were found. This enables the cal_.ulations ,.f the
fluid flow throush the ro_1 of blades through the passages that actually occur
in operation and no_ throush the psssasn in the undeformed condition. Thus,
NASTRAN provi6es the deslgner of flexlb!e turbine blades with a tool to belp
obtain near optimal fluid flow characteristics between the aiL-fcils. _
A sample isostress p/ot for ,_e o_ ';he surfaces for one of the b_.ades for
one of the modes is shown In flsure ..
I
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RECOMMENDATIONS
i. NASTRAN Level 15 with its substructuring capability can and should be
used for many structural problems.
" 2. When preparing data for large problems, a mesh generator computer
' program should be used as much as p__sible.
3. For very rigid rotating turbine blades or blade g_o'aps, .P_igidFormatsl
and 3 will give accurate results and should be used. For more flexible blades,
Rigid Formats 4 and 13, which include the differential stiffness matrix should
• be used. For even more flexible blades, it may b(: necessary to ALTER the
centripetal acceleration matrix (see Ref. 3) into Rigid Formats 4 and 13.
, 4. In order to encourage more users to use the substructure capability of
NASTRAN and in order to reduce the effort of the user in creating and checking
; DMAP packages and substructuring data, it is urged that substructuring be made
I more automatic (see Ref. 4),|
5. Rigid Format 13 should be documented in the NASTRAN documentation.
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CONCLUSIONS
i. The determination of the natural frequencies, mode shapes and states of
stress for lashed rotating and non-rotating steam turbine blades is feasible
using the general purpose computer prcgram NASTRAN.
:_ 2. Substructuring can greatly reduce the computer costs of ]arge problems. _-
i_.' For the analysis performed here, the total computer expenses including mesh
.... generation and stress plotting were one-fourth what they would have been
_ without substructuring. Ehe NASTRAN runs cost one-sixth as much using
_ substructuring than they would have cost without substructuring.
_:>_f:.' 3. Choice of the proper root flexibility is important to produce accurate
I_"_ frequencies and stresses for all modes.
_'o 4. Mode shapes and isostress lines for the fifth through ninth modes
_ varied significantly between those found at 0 revolutions per second and those
_ found at 60 revolutions per second. This variation is due both to the flexi-
_i_ bility of the blade group and to the coupliog between modes as the frequenciesare close together. The mode shape of the fifth mode at zero revolutions per
197400647:3-305
second is similar to the mode =_bapeof the sixth mode at 60 revolutions per
second.
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• I APPENDIXNeST¢_I SII_STRtlC'IJc_ A_,_t.LYSIS
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Phase I [ ]
Matrix Generation _ ' Run I v
4
" Phase II __
/Checkpoint_
Matrix -i .A
Assembly and ]
_ RunIl
Solution ,, _,_
i
Phase III !
Displacement, Force!
and Stress Recovery._'-" Run III !
_,_. Differential " _ I
Stiffness Matrix _ i
Generation
Matrix / Chee_knolnt_ _ --
/,,.._ Solution _ ! w
and Stress Recovery[ _ Run V
_;,- Figure 2 - Substructure Runs for Static or Dynamic
:;%-'." (Natural Frequency) Analysis, with Differential Stiffness,
,_ of Identical Substructures.
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